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California Stets Library
3.0raMent0 9,

(173-’’cli1i1Prom Orchestra
Named byJuniors

Vets Are To Sign
:attendance forms for February are to be signed thia week.
They should be signed
veterans
planning
to

by all
attend
school this semester wider Pl.
550.

MIR.

Professional Acts
To Highlight
Wintermist Friday

+a

I

Pledge cards for tog.n,
glood ,Bl
Credit CH.,
which endrive may be picked up in the titles them and any member of
Outer Quad between 930 a.m. their family to draw blood free
and 2.30 p.m. The drive will take , of charge.
place in the Student Union from r
1 to 5 p.m.

Requirements

for

donors

are:

guardians.
In competition with other California

colleges and universities.
has held the title for do-

SJS
nating the most blood since 1948.

The

Selah

Pereira

Memorial

Trophy, donated by the

San Jose

The Personnel staffs from the , Elks Club, is awarded to the cotleg
or university which donates
five
northern
California
State
Colleges meeting on campus Sat- the most blood. ’The trophy has
urday exchanged ideas which they I never left the SJS campus.
Maureen

hope will .solve some of their
problems. The group’s function is

chairman

not policy

new

making. however, according to Dean of Students Stanley Benz.

Laurigan,
for

the

publicity

drive,

assures

donors that the wily pain
involved is in the pricking of the
finger for a test drop of blood

Approximately 90 persons representing registration, admissions.

"I have given blood three times.-

activities, guidance

vouch for
painless."

and

counseling, testing, placement and health
deans of

students attended the yearly meeting.
Net * year San
Francisco
State will bust the group.
The

Men’s

Glee

Club dressed

as

waiters performed at noontime in the Coop. Their perfor
mance made a big impression on
the

delegates according to Dean

Benz and

Placement

Edward Clements.
The problem of
fees

for

Officer Dr.

says,

she

Orange
before

limited students will be

coffee

S

%Veber,

Business

the

topic,

Lecture

It is the

year orientation.

series of 15 Tuesday afternoon
lectures for Dr. Earl W. Atkin-

row at
The

6:30 p
banquet

will be held al
the Old Plantation House at San
Antonio Road and El Camino Real
in Los Altos. The presentation of
the year’s awards will be
at the dinner.

given

nressler,

asMajor Dean M.
sistant professor of military .science and tactics, will be the evening’s guest speaker. His topic will
be "Travels with the U.S. Navy."
Other entertainment also is acheddu led
Tickets

for

will he on

the

sale

annual

event

in the

patio of
the Women’s Gym until noon,
day at $2.50 per person. All women are invited to attend. accord-

4-

ing to Bable Frutuozo, co-chairman of the puolicity committee.

photo

The honorary scholastic fraternity makes the scholarships, arranging to $50, available to atudein: who carry projects outside the regular college curriculum, and benificial to the school.
Any faculty member may sponnomination.
Department
a
heads will he allowed three nominations. Upper division and gradusor

ate

students will he given
ference, according to John

lander, president.
Applications are

preRy-

am

9730

Friday, March 2.
the
Billericay

Representing

,

Rain Due Today
Rain--probably

lots

of

itis

’Phe -30" Club,

women’s jour-

executive

National

committee of the
Union, of Conservative

./%sociatcs

lie is

Department
To Order Equipment
I lit ;:, ƒƒ ocr Dtpartinent t,,,git

for the new
Dr. Carl

the

State

Ilan,:

ig Lƒ4 ,.11

.1 J!’1, tit

Ill

D Duncan, chairman of

Department of
the approval.

Education

"Progress on the new science
annex is now a very real thing
for us
by

and St. Mars’s

beginning to order the equipment

we

Dorothy Thompson recg-

o ill be
need

a

large affair ,,,
of all

the help

Journalism majors who can
contribute

time,

least

Council meeting, to 14 held
in Morris Dailey Auditorium
Monday at 3:30 p in.
Class

to

the State Board of Education that

san Jose State College be limitto 14,400 students, the expected enrollment for 19131. This
proposal would prevent 5.13 front
growing to the 22.000 anticipated

The Freshman Class had issued

a challenge to the other classes
to have more of their class members at the meeting than the
freshmen
The sophomores set up a coin-

no , within the it

0:1I,(c11,m
Music

nsth

Literature

orourse will
11:30 o’clock in the Concert Hall
The program will include "String Quartet No 2 in D Major"

te years

proposal

Al ong with
this
to build another

on

lege

in Southern

ty, a few miles
Assemblymen

is

mIttee on

Alameda CoonBradley

and George W Mllias, Immediate past president of SJS
do not believe in placing an artificial limit on the natural growth
of, the college.
During the past several
, two schooLs of

for the

Frosh-Soph

from San Jose.
Clark

entertainment

Mixer, and postponer! its discussion on fund raising.
La Torre pictures were taken
of the group, and it was announced that would be no meeting of
the class next Monday, due to the
Inter-Class Council meeting
VIAL,. PLANS FROMM/414
Senior Ball chairman, Al Hahn
reported to the Senior Class yesterday that the decorations for the
dance were In progress. Hirai,

state col-

years,

thought have been
developed toward State colleges
in the legislature One feels they
should have their enrollment limited,

by

and

more schools

built

Stated that the einninittee misled

in

Tickets on Sale

,

or flowers for

Time

schedules

also

will

be

given out for the group’s La Torre
pictures.
which will be
taken
Thursday. A new treasurer will
he appointed at the ?fleeting.
I

C To Present
Second Concert
I Ile i’idn

Tickets

for

the

speech

and

Drama Department’s production
of -The
of

%%ill

sterehant

Yonkers"

he mi sale from 1 to
p m.
in the t allege Theater hos office this week
The play yi itt he presented
March 9.
10. 15,
la and 17
Tickets are 50 cents for students
oith ASIS cards and SI general

aIt mission

The annex will be finished

Feb 28, 1957, for sure.

Calendar Meeting
., "
..4 l 4,1

Three Persons Are Critically
Burned in Los Angeles Fire

materiala,

:state A c aline-11a
pre., nt a repeat of
tonight
Monday night’s

Choir

will

concert
at
8.15 p ni in the Concert Hall.

Under the direction ni William
Erlendson, professor of music and
founder of the group, the choir
will aing compositions by Gretchaninoff. Joaquin Des Pres, Phi’ lips, Mozart, Bartok, Britten,
Vaughan Williams and Graastera.

The program Includm "Gladimie Radiance," "Tu Solus, qui
’Aseendit
Facia
for the new building now, we
"Av ’erum." "listen to St Ccwill have everything we need to
leg’ Calendar Committee will be
"0 Vos Omnes" and four
Special ushers will he pre- ; go into operation by the time it
held
today at 3.30
o’clock in !Slovak folk songs The choir also
is finished," Dr. Duncan said
sent to set. that the white clothRoom 49. according to Chairman’’ will sing three Elizabethan Part
ing rule is enforced. Cottrell
"This is a switch in procedure. Helen Dimmick, associate dean , songs, "The Willow Song," "Sweet
added.
Day" and "0 Mistress Mine."
Usually you have only the rudi- of students.
must wear Ai hite,
miller
ains Cottrigl. Rally. C
chairman, reminded !oda.

afternoon were urged to bring at
three members to the Inter-

r
WEST WS AMiELES (LP, :gad lig, year 1 lig caner Ls
1....wer plank
I
11.1.y
table decorations," =Three persona were critically , nuclear-powered submarine, not payment of pensions to aged and
burned yesterday in a "firecrack- !slated to fire guided nussilesi Its needy Americans .g a hand-ow "
she remarked.
I
er-series" of explosion-f ires ; keel "as laid Feb 21.
COMMUNIST SURRENDERS
Club members who attend the touched off in homes when a COLORADO COURT DECISION
I
NEW YORK- - (UPIConvicteI
meeting will have best chance to gasoline pipe-line w.is accidentDEAVER- -ft:PiThe Colorado
apply for the Dorothy Kaucher ally cut and gushed forth vola- Supreme Court yesterday gave the Communist leader C;ilbert Green
Scholarship. It is being offered tile fumes into sewers over a tudges oh its subordinate ’date ; surrendered as he had said he
E would, after five years as a fugithis s-ear for the first time to a four-square-mile
courts the authority to determine
area
from a federal prison sentwoman journalgsm major
Two other persons suffered , whether photographs or broadcasts ! Live
code
sibly

0,ir

icase, we will have everything to
I %cork with from the very begin’ ning, instead of adding a little

’ eiwh year." lie said
annex, according to i

natural science division. The

tnm

honorable secretary of the Con.servative Parliamentary
Party’s

the weather service Imperial Affairs Committee and
for today, according to United secretary of the West Indies subPress.
committee. His publications inYesterday’s gentle Avinds were elude "Meaning and Purpose of
expected to change to southerly British Commonwealth and Emwinds of 25-4n miles per hour pire"
and -T,rry Democracy,
today.
1949."

ly has teceived final approval to
begin ordering nearly a half mil_
lion dollars worth of equipment

"The

presently joint

predicted by

state rooting section .1t tonight’s
ba skytba II ga mc brio ern

SJS ’

that

bp presented today at

Division of Essex in Parliament
nalism honorary society, will hold
,ince 1950, he will speak on "The
British
Parliament,
Its
Tradi- !a meeting Wednesday night at

the

ovens.
and most of the movable items.
such as lab and classroom furniture, Dr. Duncan said

.11ISe

le

t4OPIIS PROMOTE
ATTENDANCE
The 120 sophomores attending
their clam’ meeting yesterday

Rummage Sale

Sonic of the equipment that ’1
Personnel Office and should ,
he ordered includes microscopes.
he submitted to Tau Della Phi,
electrical
device:.
physiology
Work-AM-for-Scholars Commitcharts, testing apparatus.
tee, Organization Box T, Student

All memners of the SA

;II

,,,

the dance

Musical Program
Presented Today
For Survey Course
Survey of

The class is still looking for a
good band for the March 16 dance

Stale Board Given
Proposal To Limit
SJS Enrollment

additional members, boo ever
Borrxiin, "Minuet" by SchuNo band has been ehreen by the
various
parts
of
the
state
The
bert with a woodwind octet, and I
council as yet to provide music
other
is
that
present
facilities
"The Matador’s Prayer" by Turifor the ball. Johnny Long was
should be expanded with no limit previously announced as the band
tions and Methods."
17:30 o’clock in Room J101. Club na
,t1
that would furnish the entertainBorn in Ealing, Middlesex, in President Janet Bruce has issued
Participating in ’’The Matador’:
The total of regular studwt
1914, he entered the Civil Service
ment
enrolled last week reached 7913
an invitation to all women jour- Prayer" will be Beverly Zara
in 1931 but resigned in 1939 to
Sheri Vieera, Nathan Koblick ant
Plans
for improvements and
the Registrar’s Office announced
nalism and advertising majors to
join the army. While in the army
hanges in the graduation exerDonald Homuth.
attend
the
meeting
he
rose
to
the
rank
of temporary
iises were presented to the coonLimited students number 1427
A woodwind quartet consisting’
Sparta n
Spears,
honorarr ’ cil for discussion by Don Abinante,
this semester, bringing the total Lieutenant Colonel and was staShe disclosed that several items of Mary Bailin, flute; Joan Goodseri lee organization tor sophotimed in West Africa from 1942
to 9340. This is an increase of 811
win, oboe: Donald Serena, clari- more u omen, will hold a rum- Mass president These were tabluntil 1944, in Northwest Europe of’importance are on the evening’s
ed, howessr, for
regular sudents and 803 limited
net, and John Derby, bassoon.
agenda
mage sale of unclaimed
lost
In
MO.
and
in
Included
are
final
arSoutheast
Asia
gaidents over the
1955 spring
There is no regularly scheduled
semi! play four pieces from the
articles
in
Irma
of
Morris
from
1945
to
1946.
He
was
aSSISrangements
for
the
to
reception
quarter enrollment.
"Album for the Young" by Schumeeting next week due to the
Dailey Auditorium today, the
taut director of civil affairs on
be given by the dub Sunday eve- mann.
open meeting of all classes in
The figures show a drop of 308
group has announced
the staff of Admiral Lord Louis
Morris Dailey Auditorium at 3 30
The concert is open to all stuunder the total of the fall semes- !
ning for Dorothy Thompson, colu;
M
ountbatten
during his last asp ITS
ter. The number of regular stumnist-lecturer, who will speak at dents and faculty.
signment
dents has dropped by 432, but j
raine
as served as national the First Methodist Church under
the total for limited students has
vice-chairman of the Junior fin- the sponsorship of the Commig-g.
grown from 1303 to 1427. an inpenal League and as a member of
Forum of San Jose
crease of 124.

the

White Tonight

asks

brought t

the

a member ol
the British Parliament, will sp,
in Morris Dailey Auditoria,’

unit course.

iii ’

tinion

afternoon

The Committee
flowers be

g

Bernard Braille.

Student Enrollment
Figure Tops 7900

issued
available

by Downs.

Braine, Parliament ’30’ Club Meets
Member, To Speak Tomorrow- Plans
Sunday Reception

third in a

Tau Delta Phi
Extends Scholarship
Nomination Time Science
Nr,min..tious IhadIET
fr TaO
Delta Phi scholarships has- been
extended until March 9.

snowmen will make

the winter picture complete.

to

Room

one

outdoor winter scene. Trees, stars and

an

iii

will he presented

songi

dance ohich will feature

of

The speech which is open
139.

"Frosted Fantasy" is the theme for the

and

the public.

The dance committee chairmen

gave progress reports during the
meeting; Rules and Games staff
selected four games to be played.
while the Food, Decorations, Publicity. and Entertainment coinmittecs all announced the results
of last week’s meetings.
President Bill Sturgeon sent
out a call to all freshmen to be
at tonight’s basketball game wear rag white shirts and blouses, as
a section will be roped off tu
make a white rooting section

, est

of the snowmen to be used Friday night at the lgintermist dame.

class

"Industrial

Commercial
Development
Santa Clara County."

Dimmick, associate

will highlight the WAA’s Seventh
Annual Awards Banquet tomor-

vice-chairman of the Social Allah. Committee, and Bill Squires, chairman, make final preparations on One

to the

of students, were student
leadership, school spirit, and mid

Installation of new officers and

LORRAINE COKDA,

Industrial

12:30 o’clock

to the

meetinit also will
be held Thursday
in the
Dugout.

manager of the San Jose Chamber of Commerce. yi ill speak
At

in the preparation ef decor-

meeting.
A decoration

Weber To Speak

on

managers of the Womergs Athletic Association executive council

all

ations are urged to come

Senior

WAA Schedules
Awards Banquet

corations for the dancc .
squires said
committee
members a mid students interest-

blood

lege deans in May at Long Beach.
Some of the problems discusHelen

served

ed

annual meeting of California col-

dean

be

three to four hours before giving

today

sed by the activities officers head-

presentation of student
body cards.
The decoration committee for
the dance will meet this afternoon at 230 o’clock in the Dug out to’ continue work on the foul
dimensional stars and other cli

absolutely

and

8 ppi ICA/10115

oot upon

completely

will

donation

It/t1:1
four new

Dailey
There

will be a
meeting of the
four classes "This is a very important meeting," said Clark. "sod
I urge every junior to attend."
AI. REHR NAMED MX.
The Frmhman Class root yesterday and selected Al Behr m :luster of ceremonies for its "March
Madness" dance

ness Office. Bids will be handed

and donuts afterwards. It is advisable not to eat heavy foods

Lloy
non-resident

can

being

juice

the

sent on for discussion to the semi-

ed by

and
its

Dr:P:t.
only

held
Z’l1l7he11rris
itto-1
combined

entertain- for appointi%e office have been
ers at the Wintermet formal Fri- riceived, according to Don Hubday night, Bill Squires, chairman bard, ASH president.
of the Social Affairs Committee, ILast week the Student Council
announced today
extended the deadline for HomeRay Hackett and his orchestra coming Committee chairman, senwill provide music for the "Plost- ior mole justice, recognition comed Fantasy" ill be held in the mittee chairman and eight memCivic
Auditorium from 9 p
ber at large posts
until I a m
The applications received yesThe Wintermist is traditionally terday were submitted for memformal Dark suits will be acber at large positions, bringing
cept:liar
dregs for men and
that total to 10, while no one has
formal
or
ballerina - lens th
filed for the recognition commitsuitable
for
women.
Rowns
tee chairmanship.
Squires said free bids will be
Applicants will be interviewed
distributed tomorrow and Thurs- by members of the Student Counday in the Outer Quad and Fri- cil at tomorrow’s 2:30 meeting, in
day in the Student Affairs Busi- the Student Union

ed since
under

Personnel Staffs
Of State Colleges
Discuss Problems

Extended Deadline
Doesn’t Help; Few
Applications Filed

I. w:.c.ige. Jogs Itanigl an,t ,.ocalists Bob Calahan and Ardeen
Det7amp vill be guest

1 Donors must be over 18 years
Donors contributing to the drive of age, 2 90 days must have clapsmembers
of
the SJS :
a prior donation. 3 Donors
21 must have a waiver
signed by their parents, or legal

become

No; 87
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Blood Drive Today;
Still Time To Donate

addition to

the

by
Junior
to play at the

Vol. 43

offices, in

cno- tho Prom 13on ScoMe with Liag
Class yesterdaS Miles have been chosen tentaannual Spring Prom tively to fill the bill
After almost a month’s deliberNo applications have been reation. the class chose from nine ceived for the office of male henI bands under consideration.
lor justice. One is needed by the
Entertainment, along with class, according to Joe Clark, pre("rest, a,ƒ
i I be f, a. :red at sident Also. only a few applications have been turned in for
the office of homecoming chairman
Applications still may be
, filed by interested students in
the Student Union
Next week’s regular eldSii meetings Crusts nignestra was

sen

(ii ne

inhalation

At least 10 residences and oth-

, shall he made of judicial proceedings.

Green had heel) sought by Feb-

The Colorado high court, in a era! Agents since July I, 1951,
side of a two-mgh2 stretch of unanimous decision of possible ’ when he failed to appear to begin
Sepulveda Boulevard starting at far-reaching implications, thus in :crying a five-year sentence with
9:45 a fli when a bulldozer, own- effect abandoned the American when, of the top 11 U.S Comed by the Colich Construction Bar Association’s canon of Judicial munist leaders convicted of conCompany, clipped the line as a ethics which it previously had spiring to teach or advocate the
construction crew worked on adopted The ABA’s canon 35 itniconletnt overthrow of the govenielearing a path for a new free- forbids the taking of photographs
way
His decision to surrender was
or the making of radio or televiFive of the fires were quickly sion broadcasts of trials on the announced in a statement received
controlled. but four residences grounds that such activities upset
t’pecial dr livery mail by newsand a warehouse suffered serious the dignity and decorum of a paper n. ire services last Friday
morning. The statement said
damage. One waa demolished by a CPU rt rƒxlm
fierce explosion and resulting fire
VETERAN PENSION HIKE
Green would give himself up at
which touched off an adjoining
WASHINGTON
(UP)
The the Federal Court House here at
la..in oarehouse
tgaerans of Foreign Wars asked noon, he did
igingress yesterday to vote $100
a’A LLEJO--N Fig SUB SITE
BOMBER CRASH
WASHINGTON
(UP)
The .1-month pensions for all World ; DAYTON, 0,(UP)A
four
Navy disclosed plans yesterday to War 1 veterans with low incomes. engine Air Force bomber crashed
build the first nuclear-powered
Timothy J. Murphy, Its corn..
a barn near here yesterday
submarine equipped to fire guided mender in chief. rejected govern- into
ment estimates that the proposal killing II persons, officials at
missiles
Wright Patterson Air Force Base
It was indicated that the power- would cost taxpayers an additional
fill new craft would be built at $1 9 billion in its first year alone
th.coigMare
Naval Shipyard.
Urging that Congress not be sa:Adutho;ities said the plant stror
economy ’ a barn. and act it afire. The blao.
swayed solely
by
The Navy already had planned , grounds, Murphy told the !louse ’ apread to a nearby house,
leoed unoccupied.
to build a gelded missile sub- , Veterans Commute,’
marine at Mare laland It will , ’ There are times when we get
Officials at Wright-Patters;.
modify the plans SO that a nuclear the distract impression that some I Air Force Base here said therm,
power plant can be installed
of our statesmen who wax enthu- Iwere nine serdcemen and two
The submarine is eine of two siasm over the use of American civilians aboairl
the plane, A
scheduled fur the Mare island tax money. to build hydro-electric B-50.
er

structures

blasted

up on either

r

2
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EDITORIAL

Let’s Keep The Honor
Since 1948, San Jose State College has been top
contributor in competition with the blood drives at other
colleges and universities. Today we have the chance to
keep or relinquish this honor, and what happens depends
on your immediate action.
The Sparvets, campus veteran’s organi7ation, has
taken the initiative to sponsor a blood drive on this campus. Success of this drive naturally is dependent upon
the amount of blood donated. Is it asking too much of
you to donate one pint of blood? Certainly not, when we
think of the benefits derived from this action. Aside from
the fact that the donors automatically become members
of the Blood Credit Club (w)ich entitles the donor or any
member of his family to thaw blood without charge),
there is a great satisfaction received when your efforts
help someone in need.
As in many other cases requiring personal initiative,
the easiest thing to do is sit back and let the other fellow
do your part. But, did you ever stop to think that in the
case of the blood drive, the other person may be not be
able to do your part? You may have a rare type of blood,
and someone may be in need of that blood one day. It will
be too late to help him, then, for you may not be within
reach. The time to give is nowToday.
Don’t let someone in need down. Do your individual
part by contributing a pint of blood today. You not only
will help keep the honor for the school, but you will enable
personal satisfaction.
yourself to receive an _invaluable
. _
So sharp are the leading edges
of the wing of a new US supersonic jet fighter that they must I
Away back when. before the
be covered with robber "gloves"
to prevent ground crews from ’ era of slacks and lady cab drivcutting themselves while the plane ! ers, it was the custom for the
is being serviced.
husband on his wedding day to
wait upon his new wife during
the wedding feast As a result, he
PHIL RANDAllO’S
was known a,: a groom Although
Mobilgos Service
this quaint custom no longer ex-

Custom Prevails

World Travel Necessary
For Missionaries Family
By DON OSBORNE
\l ;.naries lead lives that are anything hut gable, their work earries
tle.m thrieeth.eit
%weld It they’ have families, they are bundled
up and pa,-ked
a of left behind to share vicariotudy ss hat the father
es ref-tern-me
A incinber ,1
so,-11 family, Rollen !Nickelson, now attends San
Jos,. state. lie is a junior majorquently. h. adwaYs is es the
m
d maintenance
11110Ve.
Hollers’s Isther. the Rev. Einar
The repercussions of this type
’1Ii kekun. iN A pioneer misof life have been felt by Rotten
simian This wimps thit he
’ since shortly after his birth He
opens up fir
territories. civilwas born in Detroit, on Nov 17.
and brings
ire. the
(hriatianit) to Mem. (.’onse- I1934; and before he was a :eat
old, he had moved to Borneo, One
of the islands that make up In
done-.1.1
LEARNSD TO SPEAK MALAY
The !amity remained iii Borneo
until Roller) was ti e years old,
by which time be had teamed to
speak the Malay language almost
fluently.. He learned this language
before he learned
The anis recollection he has
of Isis stss in Borneo is that
"%se lived near river: We had
a boat. Anti onee my father took
line on a trip heo the interior."
In 1940 Rollen’s father had
earned a vacation and the famils
I moved back to Toledo. Ohio. Tlie
spent one year there and then
;. moved out to California when the
Res’y.Mickelson was called back t o
d

ROLLEN MICKELSON
. . . Borneo Raised

Spa
,

20
Ent...el as second class matter Apdi
ists, at least until after the bonoymoon. we still call tbe newly 24, 1934, at Son Jose, Calif., under the
married man by his ancient name est of March 3, 1879. Member California
Nsawspoper Publishers’ Association.
--bridegroom.
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NORTH AMERICAN HAS BUILT MORE AIRPLANES THAN ANY OTHER COMPANY IN THE WORLD

engineers, scientists, physicists, mathematicians...

CAN YOU THINK
BEYOND MACH 2?
Designing Airborne Vehicles of the Future travelling at speeds so great that thin air becomes a
blaring, solid wall ... is the challenge that North
American offers to aeronautical engineers and to
specialists in most other sciences.
Join North American’s engineering operations at
Los Angeles. Here’s where the F 100 SUPER

SABRE* holder of the world’s first supersonic
peed record was designed and built. Share the
knowledge and experience that has led to North
American’s supersonic supremacy. Be a part of a
compact team of top engineers and scientists.
Work on the most advanced projects light from
the start. Enjoy personal rewards and recognition
from challenging assignments.

See your Placement Office for an appointment with the North American Representative, or Write:
Bill Nance, Dept 56C01. Engineering Personnel Office, North American Aviation, Inc., Los Angeles 45, Calif.

Engineering

Alieud for a Better Tomorrow

NORTH AMERICAN AVIATION, INC.
ktee 1 5 I t LAI.

FAMILY SEPARATES
The Rev. Mickelson, leaving his
family behind, proceeded to carry his work far into the interior
of New Guinea In an area around
Whistle Lakes. The natives in this
area had not been discovered by
I. civilized world until. 1938, five
.irs before itollen’s father’s ar.’ al.
only two expeditions of white
men had invaded the territory
since that time. The Rev. Mickelson found the natives existing in
a stone age SOCiety, lacking all
knowledge of metals, cloth or pottery.
Before the family could Join
the Res erend. mar mith the
Japanese broke out. The Rev.
Nickelson remained in New
Guinea until the Japanese sent
Planes and troops into the interior in An attempt to capture
him. lie managed to escape
nithin hours before they arrived.
From New Guinea he fled to
Australia and in 1944 he was allowed to return to the United
States His stay was a short one,
and he was off again in the early
part of 1948.
The Rev. Michelson returned to
the Whistle Lakes area to contome his work. ’This time the family. which now consisted of four
children, Caught up with him.
They met in Batavia. Java in 1947,
but only his wife and the youngest child accompanied him to New
Guinea. Rollen, his brother and
younger sister were left at Makasar Celebese to attend school.
SCHOOL HOURS SHORT
Roden recalls that his days in
Celebese were comparatively free
ones, despite the fact that he cornpleted the seventh, eighth and
ninth grade in one year. "In the
mornings we attended school, and
in the afternoons we were free to
fish, hunt and swim."
Occasionally natives would invite he and his brother to dinner.
"They lived In bamboo huts with
thatched roofs. We sat on the
floor around some banana leaves,
which served as a table, and just
dug in with our hands." The
meals usually consisted of rice,
fish and vegetables.
Mellen and his brother left
Makasar Celebese after one
Year. They sent to Indo China
where they attended school in
Debit, a resort town about 100
miles from Saigon. Because of
the threat of communist guerrila
attacks. Habit could only be
reached by air or by convoy.
heavliv guarded with French
trained Fndo (’hinese troops
supported li tanks and artillery. The Michelson brothers
usually flew to Saigon and back,
though once they did ride in a
convoy.
He played on the school’s basketball teem, which competed
with a French and a Chinese high
school, but life was a little stricter in Dalat for ,Rollen than it was
In Makasar Celebes.. He and his
brother still did some hunting
but the afternoons were not quite
as free.
IlMO GAME HUNT
Rotten recalls one night that
some missionaries took he and
his brother big game hunting in
a jeep "We spent hours driving
around in our jeep using the headlights to see. Nothing we saw
would stand still long enough for
its to take a shot at."
In 1950 Rotten once more took
to the air and retnrned to the
United Slates. He made bin
borne In Oleneate Calif . where
he attended Cutter Academy
High School and (Armin!, Junior College, being graduated
from the latter in 1954.
After spending role year at
Westmont College in Santa Barbara, he enrolled at SJS In September of 1955. He plans to be
graduated in June of 1957 with a
BA in Aeronautical MaIntengnce.

Meetings

LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS

Christian Science OrgaidaallaN
meets tonight at :30 o’clock in
College Chapel.
Freshman Class decoration committee vi ill meet Wfind’flANV at 3:30
I) in ill the Dugout.
German Club will meet today
at 3.30 p m in Room 25A.
Kappa Fin will hold an open
meeting tonight at 7:30 o’clock
in First Methodist Church Girls
interested in pledging are invited.
LIttees1/11 Modem larganization
will hold a dinner devotional
meeting today at 6 p in in Student Y. Regular meeting will be
held at 7:30 o’clock.
Newman Club will meet today
at 4:31) p.m. in Newman Hall.
Ski Club st9fl7153Ve the’final
signup for March trip at its
meeting tonight at 7:30 o’clock in
S112.
Spartan Spinners will meet today from 8 to 10 p m. at YWCA.
Persons interested in learning to
folk dance are welcome
Student Nurses Association meet
tonight at 7 o’clock in 1474

ii

SORRY Oa ts;
ttiT EvEgYONE IN
Tee$ RiXlss rs uwvti
TSUI-WEEK’S
QUARANTINE c..2i2
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Open at 1 PM
Candlelight al th

Din by

HOUSE OF PIZZA
Trip Ends at Altar

By CLARK RIGGS
As may have been surmised
from previous columns, I am what
might be c.alled a Stan Kenton
advocate. Not so much for the
bands with whom he sometimes
records, but for the tremendous
influence he has had on progressive jazz.
In a future column I will touch
at some length on the backgroun
of Kenton and the stalwarts of
jazz he has trained in his tradition.
Today, it is most appropriate
to review two ot Stan’s greatest singers. Foremost in any
story on Kenton vocalists there
Is but one name which can be
mentioned, June Christy. The
Kenton sound and Chrhity have
been together for more years
than June likes to admit.
It is seldom that she or Stan
has made a record which would
be termed as popular. Stan and
the band made a record of "September Song" which was the most
pallier arrangement of the hit.
Recently while walking through
the student cooperative fountain
on my way to play chess I heard
a familiar tune, "I’ll Take Romance."
This is a song from the album
"Something Cool" by June and
Pete Rtigolo and his band. Both
June and Pete are known as longtime apostles of the Kenton school.
June is the most imitated vocalist of the present era. Her imitations are seldom heard by the
majority of the public because
most persons are more concerned
with the Ii ht liltin I ric of
such singers as Cale Storm and
Dinah Shore.
By listening to "Something
Cool." It is readily discernible
that the style of this girl is differently smooth: which comes
from a natural gift plus years
of experience. This album is
not recommended for someone
looking for a spirit lifter. The
WIe song sets the mood In the
dreamy reminiscent style, and
it continues throughout the record with few exceptions.
.
One of the relative newcomers
who has taken her style. in part,
from June is Chris Conner. She
got her start in the band business
with Claude Thornhill, but her big
boost came when she was heard
by June and then signed by Kenton. In the year she was with
Kenton, she developed into a
smooth and polished performer.
Her first LP was made with
Bethlehem Records, which also
was their first
This record
brought Bethlehem and Chris to
a high ranking Immediately. The
album, "Lulisisss of Birdland,"
has been out quite some time now,
but this stuff never gets old.
Her treatment of such songs
as "Ali About Ronnie." "COMP
Back to Sorrento," "Spring Is
Here." and the title song. "Uullaby of Birdlaiid. Is done with
sill’h feeling and sninOthness
that even .in admirer of Guy
Lombardo is attracted. The
backing of the Ellis Larkins
Trio adds much to the style In
which Chris sings.
Chris presently is appearing in
San Francisco at the Marimba.
She has been there for two weeks
and her engagement is nearing its
end. Hurry If you want to catch
the show.
’SO
’SO
’SO
’SO

Olds Ai" CI Coe. UM
Mm 4-dr. UN
Olds ’111I’ 4 dr RAH
Dodge Cl. Cps.

$505
$495
$575

SAN JOU MOTOR SALES-31111 Reyes

The American Automobile Association likes to get letters like
the one it received from Florida.
"Do you treat all of your members as well as you did me?" It
asked. Your routing of my trip
led straight to the altar.

Try a Confusion Pizzo
39$ Almaden Ave
CY 7-9904
Wileis Yu u Get Yew Mal, Wtl’h
Ride--

UNITED TAXI
to Wintermist

CV 4-2324

on eaniug "

MaX ghulmari

(Au(hor of -Barefoot Bay n its Chest," eft.)

THE CARE AND FEEDING OF ROOM-MATES
Today we take up room-mates, a delightful phenomenon of
American college life. Having a room-mate is not only heaps of
fun; it is also very educational, for the proper study of mankind
is man, and there is no better way to learn the dreams and
drives of another human being than to share a room with him.
This being the case, it is wise not to keep the same room-mate
too long, because the more room-mates kou have, the more you
will know about the dreams and drives of human beings. And
that’s what we’re all after, isn’t it ?
So try to change room-mates as often as you can. A recent
study made by Sigafoos of Michigan State shows that the best
interval for changing room-mates is every four hours.

Now let us discuss how to go about choosing a room-mate. Most

counselors agree that the most important thing to look for in
room-mates is that they be
people of regular habits. This,

came 1v277e every..

I say, is arrant nonsense. What
if one of their regular habits
happens to be beating a great
gong from midnight to three
a.m.? Or growing cultures in
the tooth glass? Or reciting
the Articles of War? Or peanut
brittle?
Regular habits indeed! I say
that beyond quibble, far and
away the most important quality in room-mates is that they
be exactly your size. Otherwise
you will have to have their
’altered to fit you, which
can be a considerable nuisance.

In fact, it is sometimes flatly
impossible. I recollect one time

I roomed with a man named
Tremblatt Osage who was just
under seven feet tall and weighed nearly four hundred pounds.
There wasn’t a blessed thing I could use in his entire wardrobe
until one night when I was invited to a masquerade party. I

cut one leg off a pair of Tremblait’s trousers, jumped into it,
sewed up both ends and went to the party as a bolster. r Incidentally, I took second prize. First prize went to a girl named
Antenna Wilkins who poured molasses over her head and went
as a candied apple.)
But I digress. Let us get back to the qualities that make desirable room-mates. Not the least of these is the cigarettes they
smoke. When we borrow cigarettes, do
we want them to be harsh, shoddy, and
disdainful of our palates? Certainly
not! What, then, do we want them to
be? Why, we want them to be gentle,
delicately-reared, and designed to suit
the tempo of today’s broader, easier
life! And what cigarette is gentle,
delicately-reared, and designed to suit
the tempo of today’s broader, easier
life? Why, Philip Morris, of corns!
(I’ll bet you knew it all the time!)
To go on. In selecting a room-mate,
take great pains to find someone who
will wear well, whom you’d like to keep
us a permanent friend. Many of history’s great friendships first started in
college. Are you aware, for example,
of the remarkable fact that Johnson
and Boswell were room-mates at Oxford in 1712? Whet makes this fact
so remarkable is that in 1712 Johnson
was only three years old and Boswell
had not been born yet. But, of course,
children matured much earlier in those
days. Take Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart
who wrote his first symphony at the
age of four. Or Titian, who painted his first masterpiece at five.
Or Hans Otto McGrath, who was in many way’s the most remarkaide of all; he was appointed chief of the Copenhagen police
department at the age of six!
It must be admitted, however, that the appointment was less
than a success. Criminals roamed the city, robbing and looting
at will. They knew young McGrath would never pursue them;
he was not allowed to cross the street.)
cws Shulnunt. in*
The nInkers of Philip Morris, who sponsor this column._ cordially
maim sou and your room male to try ((relay’. new, gentle Phillip Morris.
welcome!

Boxers Nab; Cagers Meet St. Mary’s
Rule Change Would Be Too late for Santee

Spartans
Win Close
41/231/2 Nod
Jul., Stroud Collect

Alihough recent developments indicate 2 possible change in the
amateur code for track and field a/Metes. any change will curne too
late to help Wes Santee, America’s premier miler who was suspended
last week by the Amateur Athletic Union.

Avenging their only defeat of
the season, Spartan boxers outpointed cal Poly, 4 .3’,
last

From

This Corner
By DON N %SH

SJS Five
Underdog
To Gaels

Over Visiting Cal Poly

Share of RA Second
,
Spot at Stake in uornel

Pincus Sober, chairman of a seven-man committee studying the night in the Spartan gym, reversrules, stated recently that his group would question meet directors. ing an earlier wore between the
college athletic directors, athletes and newsmen in an effort to sta- two schools.
Coach Julie
Menendez’
boys,
bilize control of meets and athletes.
Many observers express the opinion that this study, which
mill not be presented until November, will result in the setting
of a higher
Santee’s

espense account for athletespossibly so high that
payments uould not have been excessive. It is beliesed

that the present $15 per day limit Is not enough for an athlete to
get a hotel room, buy three meals and psy. for cabs, tips and other
Incidentals.
however,

whether

its athletics

tang opponent, Eduardo Labstida, in the 132.pound bout, by

the last round to
men. His good left hook

rallying

start must be made somewhere. Santee, just because he has been one

pull up
and countering ability proved
equalizers to Labstida’s earlier

exempt from being the first example than any other athlete in the U.S.

Winter’s Trip Accomplishes Two Purposes
When Lloyd "Bud"

Winter, San Jose

track and field coach took

his recent trip to the Far East, he accomplished two projects. First,
he was on a mission for the state department to help train athletes

in

advantage.
Al Julian, Spartan 132 pounder,
scored the first victory for the
home school over Lambert Lelevier. Julian clearly had the advantage, calmly looking for openings

and then swing with fast, thudding
in the Orient and give them advice, and secondly, he extended invirights to the body.
tations to the track coaches of all these countries to attend the first
Welvin Stroud, 139-pound conannual track and field clinic at Berkeley in June.
tender. got the Spartans out to a
Winter’s itinerary included Honolulu, where he conducted a
2
lead as he autpunched Pete
two-day clinic; Japan, where he saw former Olympic champion
Godinez in an action packed bout

more

York Yankees; Hong

Outreached by his taller opponent,

Kong; Burma; Delhi, India; Bangalore, India, where he conducted

Stroud worked his way inside, and
repeatedly scored
heavily
with
barrages of lefts and rights. His

Jesse Owens draw
a threeeek

fans than the New

coaches camp; and Bombay. After finishing up In the

Far East, he returned via Rome, Paris and London.
While Winter

was in

Burma,

practically

at Russia’s

back door,

there were Communistic demonstrations in the streets, forcing him
to be locked in his room. However In India, the welcome mat was out

flurries drew roars of approval
from the partisan crowd

Stu
Rubine,
Spartan
147pounder was decisioned by tough
places.
When
the
Communists
learned
of
the
Americans’
planned
Mustangs.
at all
.Frank Loduca of the
Rubins made a last round rally,
visit to these countries, they sent their own sports envoythe incomparable distance champion of past few years, Emil Zatopek of Czecho-

-to try and win the public’s favor.

slovakia

Coach’s Unsporstmanhke Action Surprising
lately came from

bouts between the Spartans and the Vlolfpack.

The

in the area

visiting mentor crosses, but Davis, who was game
all the way, stayed in punching.
Heavyweight Mel Ratkovich of

protested decisions and gave the impression that he thought his squad
was being victimized. Must of the bouts, however, were so one-sided
that a complaint

but couldn’t catch his longer
reaching, harder punching opponent.

Jim Davis, 156, was outpointed
by hard hitting Rudy Brooks of
the Mustangs. Brooks landed freNevada’s boxing coach, Jim Olives, during Friday’s quently
with
tremendous
right

One of the most unsportsmanlike actions witnessed

was

unbelievable.

Collegiate boxing is one of the most sportsmanlike activities
on the athletic program. It does not attempt to follow pro boxink’s
style. The emphasis is on competition and sportsmanship, rather
than on winning.
boxing mentors are quick to throw in the towel if their
mittmen are starting to take a" beating, fearing the chances of injury. Not the Nevada coach, however. Several times when it was obvious
Most

that the man was taking a beating, he refused to call the bout. This
type of action on the part of a coach Is rarely witnessed, however.
An interesting anecdote occured during the first meeting between the
Spartan ringmen and Cal Poly

two weeks ago. A wire service

mis-

178-pound Jack

print carried the information that the Mustangs’ star,
Shaw, had decisioned bantamweight Al Accurso, San
pounder. Actually,

AeCh/r50

Jose’s

121-

had been decisioned by his opponent In

and Shaw had TKO’d Jim Tormey of the

his own weight bracket,
Spartans.

When its

"Five Minutes
Till Spring"

SE Golfer Gives
Ward Tough Battle

yol’ll be
thinking of .

golfer,

battled

national amateur

champion Harvey Ward to a nearstand off before

liming,

1-up on

the last hole, in the San Francisco
City Tournament
Cummings,

the Spartans dropped his first decision of the year to Vic Buccola
of Cal Poly. Ratkovich didn’t unleash his powerful right until the
last round, and by then it was too
late as Bussola garnered
points for the win.

enough

Pete Cisneros represented State
In the first exhibition of the evening, and he scored a TKO over
Mustang John Zamara in the second round. Zamara was decked by

a

left hook, and was easy prey
for the hard punching Cisneros
until Referee Jim Nutt stopped it.
Spartans Max Voshall and Jack

Saturday.

19-year-old

Spar-

tan junior, actually took an early

Coach Walt McPherson’s

sixth in the circuit.
Individually, Tom
tan captain, leads
148 points and an

Crane.

Spar-

the

club with
11 4 average,

good

enough for thirteenth in the
league. Forward John Erceg is

dose behind

with 144 and 11 1 per

game.

Crane is second In free throw
percentages with 34 converted in
attempts for a 79 1 percentage

SPIVEY’S DRIVE-IN

43

Open 24 hours

12th & Santa Clara

DRIVE-IN DRY

CLEANERS and SHIRT LAUNDRY
One Stdp

In by 9 00

Out by 5 00
at No tetra Charge

Service

SECOND and SAN CARLOS
(Right

behind Newberry’s)

kV* give S

and eighth in Held
age with 42 9

goal

percent-

San Jose Rifle Team
To Meet PG&E Squad

SHANK’S

H Green Stamps

for Friday’s Interclass Track al,
Field Meet, it Was announced

Lloyd -Bud’. Winter, Sparta,.
track coach.
Teams entered are Delta Up
ton, Sigma Nu, Theta Chi, Siam
Alpha Epsilon, Pi Kappa Mph.
Kappa Tau, Alpha Tau ()mega iii. !
Sigma Chi Entries closed Ft-id
so these will be the only teen,

ri.-

OPTOMETRIST
Reif J. 4.3
Glosses Made and Serviced
-

254 S. Second St.CY 5-2747
\,- I
of SPAR TEN

IVY-LEAGUE KHAKIS
Mosher’ s by Angeles

.

in Spartan

cur.

Suct-le on Back

and a victory would give them a
tie for the runnerup position St

in
khaki, whits, black

all horst
better. records than San Jose’s
8-5, but the trio each have a gain,left with USF, which is the SAM..
36 another defeat.
The Spartans have a tough road
Mary’s, Loyola and COP

Plays Final CHA

Game

Jose

San
State’s varsity rifle
team will attempt to get back on
the winning trail tonight when It
takes

the

on

PG&E

marksmen

on

ahead if they are- to defeat the ,
Gaels. St. Mary’s, a fast and ag-

Scoreboard

best shoot
gBA. both
from the foul line and tioni the
YESTERDAY’S OfSULTS
floor.
Cal Nor svi
Boxing San Jose 4
The Gaels have three scorers
TODAY S IVINTS
Baskettall St. Mory’s at San Jos*, among the league’s top ten They
are Odell Johnson, fourth, Mike
B -15 p m
Wrestling San Jose at Stanford, 710 Wadsworth, eighth. and Rill Sanchez, ninth. Johnson, a contender
Pm,
Swimming Palo Alto Mph at San Jose fur all-CBA honors, leads the
Fresh, 3 30 p
league in foul shooting with an
Rale PGAT at San Joss, 7 30 p.m.
81.8 percentage He la second In
(IA STANDINGS
field goal shooting with 60 of
Team
W
I
PE
PA 118 attempts fur 51.; per cent
Peggers . . .
10
0
726
5011
USF
St. Mary’s Is second behind
White, Oatmeal,
Loyola
9
4
1106
755 USF in total offense. As a team
COP
I
4
767
737
Charcoal, Mint
the Gaels have hit 43 3 per cent
7
4
751
699
SY Mary’s
Son Jose
8
S
813
760 from the floor and 71 per cent
from the foul line The last time
4
B
665
Santa Clara
735
Fresno State
2
10
801
897 the two clubs met. St Mary’s made
0
13
11211
1013 up a 10 point halftime deficit to
Pepperrrine
dump the Spartans, 59-52.
TONIGHT’S GAMIS
No changes are slated for the
St Mary’s at San Jose Stal
COP at USF (Kee)
Spartan lineup which will be John
at
Santa
Clara
Erceg
and Bob Burghesani, forFresno
(r.vid
LEADING SCORERS
wards; Mary Branstrum, center;
IN
0
Pt. Ave. Ed Diaz and Tum Crane, guards
Playm A Club
John Thomas (COP)
17 25J 21.1
The
Campus
Quarter
Creme, recently elected capSill Russell ’UST)
10 220 220
tain fur the year by the Spartan
13 211 16.2
121 South Fourth Stilted
Doss Benadaret (1)
team, is expected to lead the SJS
Odell Johnson (SM)
11 201 111 3
CY. 2-4500
attack. Crane ranks right behind
(COP)
17
195
16.3
Dave Davis
oPt.’s VIII R.+. NIGHT
Hƒl111th Montgomery (SC) 17 190 15 8 Johnson in CBA free throw
13 154 142 ITIa with 19.1 per cent.
&mine Zappa IP)
Mlle. Wadsworth (SM) 11 163 16.6
r11 169 14.5
SDI Sandier (SM)
12 159 13.3
Leonard Brown IFSC)
George Taylor IP)
13 159 12.3
A Campus-to-Career Case History
13 1S1 11.6
Tont Salƒnrso
Tom Cran (SJS)
13 148 11,4
13 144 11 1
a
John Frreg )SJS)
13 137 10 S
B&Bs; Dior (SJS)
gressive team, has the
mg

percentage in the

$45
mosher’s for men

State Wrestlers Meet
Tribe in Final Match
Coach Hugh Mumby’s San Jose
State wrestlers travel to Stanford
tonight to face the Indians in the
final dual meet

of the season at

will be: 123-poimdJoe
poundBob Fukunaga;

Isasi; 130137-pound

George Uchida; 147.pound Lynn
Brooks;
157-pound- -Dick Weger;
167-poundKen
Sp:ignola;
177.
poundJerry
weightRuss

Ledin and
Camilleri.

heavy-

Cli, Dustier (rtglit t, A.B. In Ilatliematics, ’49, M.S. in CM! frifinedreinf,
Hartwd, uri die silt of a budding sonstructum pranars.

WorihNS hile
Reading . . .

"Projects you can sink your teeth into"

for your whole family
In the world-famous pages
of The Christian Science
Monitor. Enjoy Erwin D.
Conhom’s newest stories,
penetrating notional and international news coverage,
how-to-do features, homemaking ideas. Every issue
brings you helpful easy-toread articles.
You con get this international dolly newspaper from
Bostoi-i by mail, without
extra charge. Use the coupon below to start your
subscription.

Matted his tele
the building engineering
department of The Southern New England Telephone Company. At present he
is working with the Bell System’s manu
factoring unit, litestern Electric, helping
In build facilities for housing a Contirental Air Defense project. His assignment: a kes liaison job in supers isinpr a
rubcontratior’s ork on a several militias
dollar construction operation.
"One of the most interesting features
of my present job," says Cliff. "is making
decisions on the spot. For example. drawings showed where bedrock for footings
Mould be reached. Excavations revealed
poor grade of rock. How much further
Clifford

trweenet

1392.

IWO*

i

1395-1370, and to the

of California,

1422-

nyi

down do we go? A hundred %Lake’s and
tons of equipment Sr. stalling for the
decision.
"There’s a lot of future for a civil engineer in the telephone business. New poi.l
smaller types of telephone equipment %i ill
probably change our ideas about
telephone buildings should be built. les
fascinating work. all right. And broadening. tot,. because it’s leading me to other
engineering fields.
-It looks te me as if there are real
challenges ahead projects sou can sink
your teeth into. Besides, I’m convinced
Ilse telephone business recognizes and
regards personal industriousneee and
chive."

Interesting career opportunities of all kinds are
also offered by other Bell Telephone I whinnies
and ’A’stern Electric Company, Bell Telephone
Laboratories and Sandia Corporation. Your
placement officer has more information about
these companies.

Spartan range at 7:30 p m.

Hosing to the Padres Club of

J. Downer

phone career in

The Chrtsfion Selene, monitor
Ona, Norway Street
llosron IS, Mass, U S A.
Please send the Monitor TO rnIP
fog period checked
I year $16
6 months $8 0
3 months $413

In matches last week, the Spartans came out on the short end.
Sunnyvale.
rioversity

ryes

time will be 8 15

It will be the final CHA

JOHN IRKED

idantial . .

DR. CENNELL

test for Walt McPherson’s encl..

...
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Don’t Neglect Your

Spar-

tan cagers retained their runnerahead by one
spot in team defense for the
after seven holes. Ward jumped up
California Basketqall Assn. season
Into a two-up lead on the eighth
this week despite playing a nonhole but Cummings cut it to one
loop game against San Francisco
and then halved the last two holes
State.
to stay close and threaten the
San Jose has allowed 58 5 points
well-known Ward.
per game, second only to San Francisco’s 50.8. In offense, SJS Is

Breakfast - Lunch - Dinner

Parfe-t Sight

tom
L.

3

78, 1956

Spartan Cagers Retain
No. 2 CBA Defense Spot

lead and was still

t’llB_0711ft’,

tangles with

febroury

Nelson, both unchallenged by Cal 7:30 o’clock.
Poly, boxed a three round exhibiThe Spartans will go into tomatch
favored
due
to
tion. The bout wasn’t scored by the night’s
officials.
strength in the heavier weights.
Probable grapplers for SJS tonight
Results of the meet:

125-Al kiwis-Eduardo la bstl de
fdraw)
132-Al Julian dor. Lambert Lolovier
139-Wolvin Stroud dot. Pots (Udine’
147-Prank traduce dot. ,Stu Rubino
156.1ludy Brooks dot. Jim Davis
State
Huy-Vic Barrel dec. AEol RotkovIch

k Clinumng , San

o-off

Cal Poly didn’t compete in the
I65-pound and 178-pound divisions,
forfeiting both points to San Jose.

on a pure, amateur basis and not become government subsidized, a
of the biggest names in American track for several years, is no more

’(try’s tonight

the Spartans.

have

may be so, but if the United States is to try and retain

an Jape State

34
Paced

by

ahare of second place it, k

Eight fraternities have eii!,
In the annual Greek R.

Tuesday

teams

fornia
Basketball
Asos
standings will be at stake woe!.

protecting
their
home
winning
streak that now extends to
matches without a loss, were
Al Julian and Welvin Stroud
who scored clear-cut victories for

the expense standards are changed or not,
Santee is out as far as the AAll and the Olympics are concerned. Avery Boxing fans thereby missed the
Jack Nelson-Jack Shaw bout, which
Brundage, president of the Internation.1 Olympic Committee, said he
had the earmarks of being one of
was sure Santee would not
been allowed to run in the Olympics, the most exciting of the season.
even if cleared by the American AAU.
Al Ammo opened the boxMost people feel Santee was the "fall guy" In a belated attempt
ing card, and drew with his Musby the AAU to "clean up" the problem of over-paid athletes. This
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Discussion Forums
On Accounting Begin

Psychology Society
Installs Clyde Rich
As New President

Red Cross Drive

The Peninsula-San Jose Chapter Of the National Assn of Cost
Officers were installed Thursday
Accountants. in cooperatiou wall Stanford University’s Graduate at a meeting of Psi Chi. national
School of Buainess, will launch a series of five discussion furuma honorary psychology society. held
tonight at Stanford University on the general subject of "Getting at the home of Jean MacMillan.
; Clyde Rich was Installed as presAccounting Information Used in Management."
Don Staight, vice president;
The lecture series is free to all San Jose State students and ident:
Jean MacMillan, recording secrefaculty members According to Jesse D. Reynolds. associate professor ’ tary-treaaurer; Florence Buckman,
of business, more than 35 students
corresponding secretary; Dick Wiland faculty members already have five ways of getting this informs- 1 burn. activities chairman; and Herindicated an interest in attending ton across to the executives who j nie Workman. publicity chairman.
the lectures.
should act on it in planning, operPresident Clyde Rich disclosed
Executives of Bay Area firm: ating, and controlling company ac- that the applications for member
will be the principal speakers op- tivities.
ship turned in by 25 prospecto.
ening each session. Participants
The first three meetings wil! be members were acted upon. tie add
will first study ways of putting the held on Tuesday evenings. tonight ed that letters would be sent to
most useful accounting information and March 6 and 13. from 7:30 to them advising them of their status
into reports to management. Then 9:30 o’clock, in Room 121 of the early this week.
they will examine the mast effee Graduate School of Business at
A psychologist has been invited
_ Stanford University. Meetings will to speak at the initiation-installabe held at 9 a m. and 130 pan. tion banquet which will be held at
Saturday, March 24, in the Stan- Mariani’s March 9 Rich requested
ford Room of Rickey’s Studio Inn. that all members who wished to atPalo Alto.
tetid the formal banquet sign the
Further information may be ob- roster posted on the Psi Chi bulletaMed horn Professor Reynold:, in tin board in the Psychology Office.
Room 129A.
An informal social gathering is
planned following the banquet.
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Applications Open
For Fall Freshman Meet To Feature
Camp Counselors 0.1. Instructor
\ pp .ca! ions for Freshman Camp
counselors can he applied for in
the Student Union throughout this
week, according to Paul Thomsen,
Freshman Camp director.
The entrants will be judged on
personality, scholarship, and part ic-
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ALL ACTION SHOW!
David Bryon - Richard Long

"Fury At
Gunsight Pass"

UNITED ARTISTS
CINEMASCORF - WARNER COLOR
Rossano Rodeo - Jack Semos
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-PIUS fEATURETTE-
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Coldornia Far

"OTHELLO"
z Ne student rotes to. Otos engownsent
When it

Five Minutes
Till Spring’
yol II be
thinking Of . . .

French Consul Luc
Speaks to Society
At Dinner Meeting

I-1,
, consul general to San Francisco, apoke to
members of the French Honorary
Society during a dinner last Saturday night at Chateau Bouasy,
according to the society’s adviser, Dr. A B. Gregory.
Members of the society met at
Chateau Boussy following an initiation of new members in Memorial Chapel.
Entertainment featured Gladys
Perez, former SJS student, performing Spanish dances, Mks
Perez is from a New York dancing school, according to Dr. Gregory.
Dr Wesley Goddard. associate
professor of modern languages,
read a French play to the group.
New members of the society are
Kenneth Aldrich, Monte Farrin,
Martha Easley, Ted Johnson, JeaSc Guerrero, Antoinette BasM
and Jean Peterson

Air Force ROTC Cadets
Earn Rank Promotions
Twenty-aix members of the San
Jose State Air Force ROTC cadet
group have received promotions, it
was announced today by the Office
of Information Services for the local detachment.
Receiving promotions were Cadet
Captain Renalds I). Salvador, promoted to Cadet Lt. Colonel; Cadet
Captain Paul D. Ashley, promoted
to Cadet Major; Cadets First Lieutenants Robert A. Delorenzo, Robert W. Hawes, Charles A. Irwin,
Wesley II. Jorgensen, John D.
Luckhardt, and Ilenry J. Ramp.
promoted to Cadet Captains
Cadet Second Lieutenants Wayne
T. Abbey, Theodore W. Englebrecht, David L. Fisher. George G.
Frechette, Roy J. Hendricks, Raymond C. Kinney, George W. McKinney, Joseph M. Smith, Donald
K. Stott, Don J. Thompson, Oscar
G. Diessner. Jr.. Richard L. Greene,
James D. Houston, Arthur M. Reed,
and Wesley K. Storm were promoted to Cadet First Lieutenants.
Cadet Technical Sergeant George
D. Snell IV has been promoted to
Cadet Second Lieutenant.
Cadet Staff Sergeant Bernard J
Clark has been promoted to Cadet
Master Sergeant and Cadet Llota
K. Daniel has been promoted ta
Cadet Airman 2 c.

Faculty members of the Occupational Therapy Department will
participate in a program Thursday at a meeting of the Coast
Counties Chapter of the National
Rehrtailitataon Associatisn. The
ineeting will be held at 8 p m at
the Rehabilitation Center, 966
Br Burton Brazil. assistant p:
Park Ave.
; fessor of political science, recei 7
The program will consist of a
ly was named adviser for SaS
dramatization of a family situapre-legal students it was annotna
tion, followed by a workshop disIndustrial Arta majors and min- ed by the office of the Dean ,
cussion of the problems of this
ors should pre-register this week, Instruction.
particular family and how the
Dr Brazil has been with
community could function in sol- Dr. James E. Stevenson. professor of industrial arts and cduca- Social Science Division since 195 s
ving its problems.
tion said today.
He completed work for his Ph
Industrial Arts majors are to in 1954.
preregister with their advisers.
Dr. Braail also will issue Mb
II.A minors will preregister with
Miss Baker in the Industrial Arts mation on law, scholarships,
Office
admission tests.

Dr. Brazil Named

Pre-legal Adviser
Majors Minors
Of LA. Preregiste ,

To Head [ta Mu

SPECIAL ON FOOD
Steak Sandwiche . .

Lecturers Speak
Twice This Week

CLASSIFIEDS

Reading Quartet

Pi Delta Omega
Elects Officers

Gutter Cleaning
To Close Street

. 55c

40c

Enchiladas
with Chili "B"

COFFEE
PEPSI-COLA
ROOT BEER
LIME

c

-All-flavored- 10c drinks
with lunch & sandwiches-5c
Milk Shake "Daily Special" . . 25c

Open from 7:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m.
7th & E. San Carlos
Across from the Women’s Gym

SE1W-X-CUIRS
IF YOU ARE GRADUATING IN:
Mathematics
Electrical Engineering

Mechanical Engineering
Architecture

Industrial Engineering

CHECK THE UNUSUAL CAREER OPPORTUNITIES IN
PRODUCTION AND ADMINISTRATION
AT NORTH AMERICAN AVIATION!
’conk Americas bar houe

ateplasei them as) whin corneae., re the world!
It follows that North American Aviation is the leader in aircraft production techniques, as well as in design.
. As an engineer responsible for production at North American, you get a
head start with our research and experience...and apply your own ideas to

1

the production of Hypersonic Airborne Vehicles of the Future...
Salaziet and personal benefits at North American arc tops in the Induct ry.
Contact your Placement Office for an appointmnt with

Narth American representatives, here on (dote).
Or write Main Employment Office, Dept. MW col,
North American Aviation, Los Angeles 45, California
Summer Employment also Availablo
rairaINEERING AHEAD FOR A FETTER TOMORROW

NORTH AMERICAN AVIATION, INC.

li""SC for

Four tires

To facilitate the cleaning ot the Will throw in car. C’s 7-5679.
stutters along San Antonio street
between 10th and Ilth atreets, the
LOST
San Jose City Council reeentlt
named a resolution for the in
stallalion of portable aigns In pro
Mates ripper Jacket and glmet..
Mint puking of automobiles on Return to lost and found. Reward.
various night:On these nights only one side al . Wanted-one or two girls to
the street will ha cleared because Haat. apartment very close to
of the parking problem already ex- ; campus with two others Contact
thing in that area.
, after 3:30 p nt at CY 4-930.
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with French Fries

Community Service Leaders to Speak
At Occupational Therapy Meetings

Warren Li
was elected president and Corny Reese was elected
vice president of Eta Mu Pi, national honorary merchandising
fraternity. in yesterday’s ballot
Ten leaders of community sercount of last week’s voting according to Jerry Rendahl, past presi- vice organizations have accepted
-41
invitations to speak to seniors
dent.
majoring in occupational therapy
PAUL THOMSEN
Also elected were %Bruce Waite
at one of two meetings arranged
and Stella Ottaviano. treasure and
... Camp Director
by Mrs. Doris Cutting and Mrs.
secretary respectively.
Eleanor atann of the Occupational
ipation in school activities. Only
The officers will hold their Therapy Department faculty.
seniors are ineligible to apply for pasts until June.
The meetings will be held from
the job. since they will have been
Rendahl. stated that students
m tomorrow
graduated by the time camp is to who are interested in Eta Mu Pi 8:30 a.m. to 1:20 pRoom
B73
and on March 7 in
be held.
are welcome to sign the rushing
Appearing at tomorrow’s meetAccording to Thomsen. Sept. 14. roster Ill the Business Division Ofing will be Dr. Dwight Blase!,
15 and 16 are the tentative schefice.
lefty health officer; Leonard Mcduled dates for the event. and it
There
will
be
one
rushing
func, Connell, director of the Family
Is to be held at Asilomar, near Pation to be announced at a later Service Association; Mrs. Mary
cific Grove Any new student to
date.
the college may be a guest of the ,
F.: Clifford, director of the Santa
camp.
Clara County Welfare Department; Dr. George Muench, professor of psychology at SJS, re
presenting the Adult and Child
Guidance Clinic; and E. F.
Cole, chairman of the RehabilitaFOR RENT
tion Planning Committee at Agnew
Or Ben Cherrington, director
Men’s rooms, kitchen, linen, $25 State Hospital.
of the Rocky Moutam Division month each. 633 S. 5th St
On the program for the March
of the Institute of International
Helena TepOne vacancy. room and board. 7 meeting are Miss
Relations, located in Denver, will
per, director of the Visiting
speak here at 1030 a m. Thom- Mrs. Gregory, 666 S. 5th St.
Nurse Association; Mrs. Louise
day The lecture "The ResponsiBELLE MANOR-one vacancy, Hestwood, director of the Santa
bility of Power,- is open to the girl’ a room and board. 260 S. Ilth Clara County Heart Association;
public
St CY 5-2367.
Mrs. Edith H. Sterbenz, executive
Bernard Brame, member of the
Dutcbess HallTwo vacancies. secretary of the Santa Clara
British parliment. will speak on 106 N. 5th St. San Jose, CY 3- County Chapter of the National
The British Parliment, its Tra- ’ 9900.
Foundation for Infantile Paralyditions and Methrwis" in Morris
sis; Mrs. Esther Pinkston, execuDailey Auditorium, Friday at : $25 month. rooms for boys, tive secretary of the Society for
kitchen privileges, linen, 561 S.
9:30 a m
Crippled Children and Adults of
Arrangements are being handl- 7th St.
Santa Clara County and Mrs.
, a by na c;corg,
Bruntz.
Furnished Apt. & bath, accom- Ann Castellanos, executive secremodate 2 girls, 390 S. 6th St. CY tary of the Santa Clara County
2-1321.
Tuberculosis Association.
I or 2 veterans to help share
I
r. \ro I Davis, house, 376 S 5th St. CY 5.89e0.
Edith Alcock and Barbara StidSleeping ROOM, private bath
ger will compose ii quartet from
outside entrance 170 S. 14th St.
San Jose State College, which will
$25 mo.
present reasiing based on the
Norm’ Roza has been elected
theme of commurucation during a
Km SALE
president of Pi Delta Omega, a
of Southern California colnew orgamaition for women poa aro. Feb. 29, March 1 and 2
Ford convertible, new top lice and penology majors, accordReadings from Carl Sandburg.
heater, ex- ing to Karen Soderberg, publicity
Tennessee Williams, T S. Eliot, white walls, radio and
cellent condition. $395, Call UN- chairman
Thomas Wolfe, Anne Lindbergh
74.1454 after 5 p.m.
Other officers elected for the
and Muriel Rukyver wIll be given
’48 Studebaker, Champion, radio spring term are Barbara Morris,
croup will present their
aa... pa at the University of Cali- and heater, over drive, $17a, Good vice president; Jan Saxton, secretary; Mariam Pendo, treasurer;
fornia at Santa Barbara, Feb. 29. tires, AX6-8981
and Miss Soderberg.
at Ota ’dental College. March 1.
18 Studebaker, good transimrAn installation dinner tentaand at University of Southern
after
,
tatinn, beat offer, CY5-5227
tively is planned for March 15, accaa ’,a a a a.larr h ?
cording to Miss Soderberg Dr
We. $11,500 or lease, , Ruth II McKenzie, associate proaao. Three bedroom level. ’a acre feasor of speech, is adviser for
lot fully fenced. Inquire 18581 Pa-! the organiaation, which is comLado. Saratoga.
posed of 13 women police majors
on ’42 Stude. $50. and two women penology majors.
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DAVE’S SUNNYLAND FOUNTAIN

Enos, Reese Named

AltoPaul Douglas - Ruth Roman

"Joe Macbeth"

Executive Dean C. Grant Burton has announced that the American Red Cross will conduct
its annual fund raising campaign
on this campus beginning Thum
dat and lasting one week.
The goal for ski is $1890. The
recent flood disasters have been
a severe drain upon the resources of the
organiaation," say,
Burton. Its funds must be restored by this tainpaign.’

,

Memorial Trophy
Members of Chi Ii SIgMa. po
’lee fraternity, have toted to erect

a memorial trophy tn honor of the
late John Weber. it was, diselnaral
by the organization aesterday.
Veber, who was a police major
and member of the fraternity, was
killed in an automobile accident!
last semester.
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